A video apparatus includes a memory in which image information denoting a moving image is recorded and a thumbnail creator that creates thumbnail information denoting thumbnails upon completion of recording of the image information in the memory. The apparatus also includes various types of user interfaces by which a user can designate frames of the moving image information for thumbnail creation.
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RELATED PROVISIONAL APPLICATION

[0001] This nonprovisional application claims the benefit of Provisional Application No. 60/31,870 filed Nov. 27, 1996.

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE


BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] 1. Field of Invention

[0004] This invention relates to a video apparatus that reads moving image information recorded on a recording medium, creates thumbnail image information representing a list of the contents of the image information, and displays thumbnails indicated by the thumbnail image information.

[0005] 2. Description of Related Art

[0006] In recent years, light, small-size storage media having a large amount of memory capacity have been offered for practical use. In particular, readily attachable/detachable storage media, such as magnetooptical (MO) disks and high capacity disks such as those sold under the trademark ZIP, as well as drives that access such storage media, have become less expensive and their use is becoming widespread.

[0007] Meanwhile, a high-performance video apparatus, which is to replace an 8 mm video camera, has been developed which has high efficiency and a high degree of freedom in image editing when used with advanced information processing techniques and can respond to various demands in practical use. Such high-performance video apparatus are known as digital moving picture cameras.

[0008] FIGS. 12 and 13 show the structure of a conventional video apparatus. The output of image pickup unit 101 (e.g., a CCD) is connected to the input of image processing converter 102. The image processing converter 102, display 103, command unit 104, recording unit 105, and main memory 106 are connected to the bus terminal of processor 108 through common bus 107. In order to simplify the explanation, it is presumed that the recording unit 105 is an IDE-type drive unit. The command unit 104 has a recording button 104a provided on the L-shaped cylindrical case of the video apparatus. The image pick-up unit 101 is provided on the tip of the L-shaped cylindrical case.

[0009] Some of the processes performed by the video apparatus are described hereafter, referring to FIG. 14. In the video apparatus with this structure, the processor 108 monitors the contact state of the recording button 104a. When the contact of the recording button 104a is closed (Yes in steps S9 and S10), then image pick-up unit 101 is driven through image processing converter 102 (step S11). The image given by the image pick-up unit 101 is read (step S12) and is recorded as a file in the storage medium (hereinafter it is assumed that a MO disk is used as the storage medium) attached to the recording unit 105, under the prescribed area management (step S13). In this context, a command given in the closed state of the contact of the recording button 104a is referred to as a “picture recording command.” The process of reading the image information given by the image pick-up unit 101 in response to the command and recording it on the storage medium is referred to as a “picture recording process.”

[0010] When the processor 108 receives a command to display an image (NO in step S10 and YES in step S8) represented by desired image information among the image information recorded on the storage medium (hereinafter simply referred to as a “display command”, which includes an identifier of the file in which the desired image information is stored) through the command unit 104, the processor 108 stores the contents of the file in a predetermined storage area in the main memory 106. The processor 108 creates thumbnail information indicating single or plural thumbnails by analyzing the contents of the memory area based on the format of the image information (step S4) and supplies the thumbnail information to the display 103 (step S5). Then, the one or more thumbnails are displayed on the display screen of the display 103.

[0011] When the processor 108 receives an image editing command (simply referred to as “editing command”) (NO in step S8, YES in step S7), it applies an editing process corresponding to the command to the image information stored in the storage area (step S6).

[0012] If the number of thumbnails which are to be displayed is too many to display on a single screen, then icons used for a page feed command or scroll command are displayed on the screen together with the thumbnails. FIGS. 15-17 illustrate possible examples of display screens and icons that could be displayed to facilitate review of many thumbnails. FIGS. 15-17 are examples and do not represent, to the present inventors’ belief, prior art.

[0013] In the conventional technique described above, the thumbnail creation process does not begin until a display command or an editing command is received with regard to the file in which the image information for use in the thumbnail creation process is stored. Additionally, the thumbnail creation process is applied to all the contents in the file collectively. As the size of the (image information) file becomes large, the time taken for the thumbnail creating process becomes longer. This often causes the display process or editing process corresponding to the command to be suspended for a relatively long period of time (i.e., while the thumbnail creation process is being completed).

[0014] Furthermore, generally, the larger the size of the file, the greater the number of thumbnails, which then requires the user to search through many thumbnails in order to locate a desired frame among the thumbnails.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0015] The present invention aims to provide a video apparatus which can generate a list of the image information efficiently, while being flexibly applied to various forms of actual use.

[0016] According to one aspect of the invention, a video apparatus has a memory means in which image information representing moving images is recorded, and a thumbnail creating means that reads the image information recorded in the memory means and generates thumbnail information representing thumbnails corresponding to the moving
The thumbnail creating means begins reading the image information and creating the thumbnails upon completion of recording of the image information into the memory means. The thumbnails can be generated in time-series order, based on the format of the image information.

When the video apparatus is a portable video recording apparatus, the video apparatus can also include an image pick-up means that optically captures the image of a subject to generate the image information, and a picture recording means that records the image information generated by the image pick-up means in the memory means. The picture recording means also can determine whether or not the recording has been completed. The thumbnail creating means includes means for reading the image information recorded in the memory means when the determination result made by the picture recording means is affirmative and for creating thumbnail information based on the read image information.

Additionally, when the video apparatus includes an image pick-up means and a picture recording means, it can also include a task managing means that manages tasks (the tasks being, e.g., the picture recording process and the thumbnail creating process including reading of the image information by the thumbnail creating means) and a task start control means that monitors the start and the end point of the picture recording process through the picture recording means. The task start control means assigns starting of the thumbnail creating process a lower priority than the picture recording process.

The video apparatus also can include a user interface by which an operator designates a frame which is to be converted to a thumbnail. In such an embodiment, the picture recording means includes means for recording in the memory means a mark corresponding to the frame designated through the user interface, together with the image information. The thumbnail creating means selects, as an object of thumbnail information creation, a frame that follows in time-series order the frame corresponding to the mark recorded in the memory means by the picture recording means from among image information recorded in the memory means.

The thumbnail creating means can select, as an object of thumbnail information creation, a set of frames that correspond to an individual mark recorded in the memory means by the picture recording means, from among image information recorded in the memory means.

The video apparatus also can include a first user interface by which an operator designates a frame which is to be converted to a thumbnail. The picture recording means includes means for recording in a memory means a mark corresponding to the frame designated through the first user interface, together with the image information. The thumbnail creating means defines, as the subject for creating thumbnail information, from among image information recorded in the memory means, the frame that corresponds in time-series order to the tail end mark (i.e., the last mark) recorded into the memory means, by the picture recording means.

The video apparatus also can include display means for displaying the predetermined form of images denoted by image information recorded in the memory means. A second user interface is provided by which an operator selects a frame from among the frames displayed by the display means. The picture recording means includes means for recording the mark corresponding to the frame designated through the first user interface, combined with the image information, into the memory means. The thumbnail creating means defines, from among the frames denoted by image information recorded in the memory means, the frame selected via the second user interface, in place of the frame corresponding to the mark recorded in the memory means by the picture recording means, as the subject for creating thumbnail information.

In the video apparatus according to one aspect of the present invention, the thumbnail creating means reads the image information recorded in the memory means and automatically specifies the lead of the moving images and creates thumbnail information corresponding to the time-series order of images from this lead. Thus, thumbnail information is reliably created even if no identifying information for specifying the frame of the moving image denoted by the image information is provided.

As a result, as compared to conventional examples in which the thumbnail information could not be created unless identifying information is appropriately supplied by the operator, the operational and application efficiency are heightened.

When the video apparatus includes the image pick-up means, the picture recording means records the image information into the memory means, in conjunction with determining whether the image recording has been completed. In the event that the result of this determination is affirmative, the thumbnail creating means reads the image information recorded in the memory means and begins the process that creates thumbnail information from this image information.

In other words, the process that creates the thumbnail information begins in conjunction with the completion of picture recording. Thus, the edit process or display process can be performed efficiently compared to the conventional examples in which this kind of process had to be appropriately initiated at the time of editing or display.

When a task start control means is provided, it monitors the point in time when the picture recording means starts or terminates the picture recording process. At this point in time, the task start control means causes the thumbnail creating means to start the thumbnail creating process for reading the image information recorded in the memory means to create thumbnail information. The thumbnail creating process is assigned a lower priority than the picture recording process. Task managing means manages the picture recording process and the thumbnail creating process as separate tasks. As a result, these processes are performed in series based on the above order of priority. Thus, whenever the picture recording processing begins or ends, the process for creating thumbnail information from the image information stored in the memory means is stopped or started, respectively. As a result, when the picture recording process ends, the thumbnail generating process begins specifically, and, even when a subsequent picture recording process starts before the thumbnail generating process finishes, the generating process starts again at the point when the subsequent picture recording process ends.
When the picture recording means records a mark corresponding to the frame designated through the user interface, that mark is combined with the image information into the memory means. Also, from among the frames forming the image information, the thumbnail creating means defines the frame corresponding to the mark as the lead frame from which, along with frames that follow in time-series order, the thumbnail information is created.

Accordingly, the thumbnail information is created only for the lead frame and the following frames designated via the user interface, not for all of the image information stored in the memory means. As compared to the case where thumbnail information is created for all of the image information, the amount of processing necessary to create thumbnail information is reduced.

In order to even further reduce the processing time, the thumbnail information can be created only for the frame designated via the user interface.

As a further refinement, when the picture recording means stores plural marks corresponding to plural frames designated via the first user interface, along with the image information, in the memory means, from among these plural marks, the thumbnail creating means can create the thumbnail information only from the frame corresponding to the tail-end (last) mark occurring in time-series order. That is, from among the frames designated via the user interface, the thumbnail information is created only for the frame designated last in time-series order, not for all of the image information stored in the memory means.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a high-level block diagram of the invention;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one preferred embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 3 is an explanatory diagram of the operation of a first embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 4 is an operational flow chart of a first embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 5 is an operational flow chart of a second embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 6 is an explanatory diagram of the operation of the second embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 7 is an operational flow chart of a third embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 8 is an operational flow chart of a fourth embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 9 shows the format of the display for the adding of renewed marks;
FIG. 10 is an operational flow chart of a fifth embodiment of the invention;
FIG. 11 shows one possible format of the thumbnails displayed on a display;
FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a conventional video apparatus;
FIG. 13 is a perspective view of a conventional video apparatus;
FIG. 14 is an operational flow chart of a conventional video apparatus;
FIG. 15 shows one illustrative thumbnail display;
FIG. 16 shows another illustrative thumbnail display;
FIG. 17 shows yet another illustrative thumbnail display; and
FIG. 18 is a perspective view of a video apparatus according to an embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The present invention is applicable to a wide variety of video apparatus that process digital moving image data. It is applicable to apparatus that record and display image data, as well as to apparatus that only display (pre-recorded) data. Thus, the invention is applicable to, for example: a portable (i.e., hand-held) video apparatus (portable digital video recorder) that records image data and displays thumbnails on its own built-in display; a combined portable digital video recorder (that may or may not have a built-in display capable of displaying thumbnails) combined with a host apparatus (portable or non-portable) that displays the thumbnails; or a digital video playback apparatus (e.g., a device specifically dedicated to digital video playback or a general purpose personal computer) that receives previously recorded images (e.g., via a disk, a cable, a communications network (e.g., the World Wide Web), or a wireless link).

Typically, the moving video data is stored in a compressed state according to, e.g., the MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) standards. Typically, each frame (of image information) is composed of two fields (due to interlacing), each representing half of a frame, with 30 frames being stored per second (in the case of standard television). Numerous techniques can be employed to generate thumbnail images from compressed moving image data.

A target frame is selected for which a thumbnail image is to be generated. Then, sufficient information is extracted from the compressed moving image file to form a thumbnail for the target frame. Since the MPEG format operates by discarding (not storing) repetitive information (e.g., from a series of non-moving frames), and only storing information relating to changes that occur in a series of frames (e.g., a series of moving frames), a complete, still image typically cannot be produced from the compressed data of a single frame. Typically, the data from a plurality of compressed frames is required to form a still image. Once the still image is formed, a thumbnail is generated from the still image.

For example, pixels are thinned out from the created still image in accordance with the image size of the thumbnail image. When the thinned out image is inappropriate (e.g., poor image quality), the thumbnail image data
can be created by performing a predetermined image interpolation process. The interpolation of the image includes conversion of the image size so as to eliminate differences in aspect ratio, and the like. The created thumbnail image is stored in the recording medium in relation to the original moving image file. The thumbnail can subsequently be displayed when desired on the display apparatus.

[0055] This is just one possible technique for creating a thumbnail from compressed moving image data. The invention is applicable to other techniques. The invention also is not limited to any particular type of moving image compression format.

[0056] FIG. 2 shows a preferred embodiment of the invention. In the figures, items that have the same function and composition as the items denoted in FIG. 12 are denoted by the same reference numerals, and repetitive explanation is thus omitted. Points of difference in composition between the present embodiment and the conventional apparatus shown in FIG. 12 can be seen in that the FIG. 2 embodiment includes a processor 61 in place of a processor 108 and a command unit 62 in place of a command unit 104. Further, the command unit 62 includes a thumbnail button 63, shown in FIG. 18, in addition to the picture recording button 104a.

As explained below, thumbnail button 63 is one form of user interface by which a user can designate frames for thumbnail creation.

[0057] The relative relation between the FIG. 2 embodiment and the block diagram shown in FIG. 1 will now be provided. The recording unit 105 is part of the memory means 11. The processor 61 and the main memory 106 are parts of the thumbnail creating means 12, the task managing means 32 and the task start control means 33. The processor 61, the main memory 106, the image pick-up unit 101 and the image processing converter 102 are parts of the image pick-up means 21. Also, the processor 61, the recording unit 105 and the main memory 106 are parts of the picture recording means 22. Further, the processor 61, the main memory 106 and the command unit 62 are parts of the user interface 41, the first user interface 51 and the second user interface 53. Furthermore, the processor 61, the main memory 106 and the display unit 103 are parts of the display means 52.

[0058] FIG. 3 explains the operation of the first embodiment of the invention. FIG. 4 is an operational flow chart of the first embodiment of the invention. The operation of the first embodiment of the invention is explained below with reference to FIGS. 2, 3, 4 and 18.

[0059] When the picture recording order is given, the processor 61, in the same way as in the conventional apparatus, drives the image pick-up unit 101 through the image processing converter 102 and reads the image information supplied by the image pick-up unit 101. Then, it records the image information as a file in the memory medium loaded into the recording unit 105.

[0060] Further, the processor 61, in the above-described picture recording process, determines whether picture shooting is finished by determining whether the contact point of the picture recording button 104a is open (step S21). When the result of this determination is affirmative, the process is interrupted ((1) in FIG. 3). Furthermore, the processor 61 closes the aforesaid file (step S22). From the moment that the process is interrupted in this way, the image information stored in this file is used to create thumbnail information as described below.

[0061] First, the lead of the region in which the image information representative of moving images is recorded is detected based on the file format (Step S23). Then, processing is executed on the image information stored in this region in the same way as in a conventional apparatus to create thumbnail information (this process is referred to below as the “thumbnail creating process”) ((2) in FIG. 3, step S24 in FIG. 4).

[0062] In accordance with this preferred embodiment, within the image information created by picture recording performed by the command of an operator, the process of creating the thumbnail information from the moving image file is automatically performed. This process is immediately activated upon the completion of picture recording. Accordingly, the available processing time of the processor 61 is effectively utilized, and the editing and display processes (33 of FIG. 3) associated with moving image information recorded in advance in the memory medium can be smoothly performed.

[0063] A second embodiment of the invention is explained below. The point of difference in the composition between the second embodiment and the first embodiment of the invention is that it includes a processor 61a in place of the processor 61.

[0064] FIG. 5 is an operational flow chart of the second embodiment of the invention. FIG. 6 is a figure explaining the operation of the second embodiment of the invention. The operation of the second embodiment is explained below with reference to FIGS. 2, 5 and 6. The above-described picture recording process, thumbnail creating process, the editing process, and the display process are defined as tasks having priorities in this order. The processor 61a performs task managing for these tasks by performing the appropriate activation of each task.

[0065] Upon receiving a picture recording order (Yes in step S30), the processor 61a, in the same way as in a conventional apparatus, activates the picture recording process as a task (referred to below as the “picture recording task”) (step S31 in FIG. 5, (1) in FIG. 6). However, when the picture recording process ends (Yes in step S35), the state of that picture recording task is made non-active (step S32) in FIG. 5, (2) in FIG. 6), and the thumbnail creating process is activated as a task (referred to below as the “creating task”) (step S33) in FIG. 5).

[0066] The priority of the thumbnail creating task activated in this way is lower than the priority of the above-described picture recording task; conversely, the thumbnail creating task has a greater priority than tasks such as editing or displaying. As a result, the process of the thumbnail creating task, in the event that it is not completed by the initiating point in time of the subsequent picture recording, is continued following the termination of the process of the picture recording task. In other words, if a subsequent image recording task is initiated before an activated thumbnail generating task is completed, thumbnail creation is interrupted and made non-active, and the subsequent image recording process is performed. When the subsequent image recording process is completed, it becomes non-active, and
the thumbnail creation process is resumed. Editing and displaying are not activated unless recording and thumbnail creating are non-active.

[0067] Accordingly, in the second embodiment, the processing of the processor 61a is more effectively utilized than in the first embodiment of the invention. Also, the time that the operator must wait, prior to performing editing and display, for the thumbnail creating process to terminate, is shortened. In addition, restrictions are eased with regard to the timing of photographic shooting.

[0068] Further, in the second embodiment, task managing is performed by the processor 61a. The effective and reliable performance of this kind of task managing may be achieved through the use of software which does not need to be installed in the operating system of the processor 61a.

[0069] A third embodiment of the invention is explained below. The point of difference in the composition of the third embodiment is that it is equipped with processor 61b in place of processors 61 and 61a.

[0070] FIG. 7 is an operational flow chart of the third embodiment of the invention. The operation of the third embodiment of the invention is explained below with reference to FIG. 2 and FIG. 7.

[0071] In the picture recording process, the processor 61b observes with a predetermined frequency the state of the contact point of the thumbnail button 63 (step S41). At the point in time when this contact point is closed, a mark is attached to the image information of the frame obtained via the image processing converter 102 from the image pick-up unit 101 (step S42). Furthermore, in the processor 61b, when the process of applying the mark in this way has been completed (Yes in step S43), the order is again awaited for the contact point of the thumbnail button 63 to be set and the same process is repeated. By this process, one or more frames are designated for thumbnail creation.

[0072] When the thumbnail creating process is activated, the processor 61b first specifies the portion denoting the moving image, based on the format of the image information, starting at the lead part of the image information that is the subject of this process. Then, the mark is retrieved from this section by reviewing the information in time-series order in which the picture recording was performed.

[0073] The processor 61b, in the event that one or more marks have been retrieved by this process, creates thumbnail information, with the subject comprising only of image information denoted by the marked frame and of a suitable number of frames following the frame corresponding to this mark.

[0074] Because the frame sequence that is to be displayed by thumbnails is reliably selected based on the plan of the photographer, as compared to the first and second embodiments of the invention, the efficiency of the thumbnail creating process is further heightened.

[0075] Further, the mark need not be incorporated in the image information. It may be stored elsewhere in available regions in the memory medium and associated with the frame (e.g., by pointers or by having similar header information).

[0076] In the third embodiment, a series of frames following the mark applied to each cut (in the contact state of thumbnail button 63) is made the subject of a thumbnail creating process. However, the present invention is not limited to this kind of composition. For example, if the frames in which the mark is applied during picture recording, or the frames recorded preceding or following these frames in time series order, become the subject of the thumbnail creating process, then the efficiency of the process is heightened.

[0077] A fourth embodiment of the invention is explained below. The point of difference in the composition, between the fourth embodiment and the previous embodiments of the invention, is that it is equipped with a processor 61c, in place of the processors 61, 61a, or 61b.

[0078] FIG. 8 is an operational flow chart of the fourth embodiment of the invention. The operation of the fourth embodiment of the invention is explained with reference to FIG. 2 and FIG. 8.

[0079] In the same way in the fourth embodiment as in the third embodiment of the invention, in the picture recording process, the processor 61c observes with a predetermined frequency the state of the contact point of the thumbnail button 63. At the moment when the contact point is closed, a mark is attached to the image information of the frame obtained via the image processing converter 102, from the image pick-up unit 101.

[0080] However, when the thumbnail creating process is activated, the processor 61c first specifies the portion of the moving image (based on the format of the image information) from the leading part of the image information that is the subject of the processing (step S51). The processor 61c then retrieves, from that portion, the tail-end mark in the time-series order performed by the picture recording (step S52) (i.e., the last mark designated by the user).

[0081] If a mark is not retrieved (NO in step S55), within the retrieval process performed in this way, the processor 61c, in the same way as in the first and second embodiments of the invention, performs the thumbnail information creating process (step S53). However, if, conversely, a mark has been retrieved (Yes in step S55), thumbnail information creation will be performed, with the subject being only the image information of the frame in which the tail-end mark is attached (step S54).

[0082] Even if, based on the plan of the photographer, the frame that is to be displayed as thumbnails for each picture-recorded cut is changed, the thumbnail information of the frame suitably corresponding to the result of this alteration is reliably created. As a result, convenience of application and the efficiency of the thumbnail creating process is heightened.

[0083] Further, in the fourth embodiment, the format of the image information and the process applied in order to retrieve the tail-end mark in each cut is not important. However, as long as the storage medium is random-accessible, a practical response characteristic can be ensured. For example, the previously set marks may be successively deleted and replaced as subsequent marks, or an individual mark may be stored as a sequence of identification numbers representing the frames.

[0084] With regard to this kind of mark, in the event that retrieval processing is performed, with regard to the several
cuts, either in series or in parallel, for example, the identifier of the cut, or the time when picture recording was performed, may also be included.

[0085] Furthermore, in the third and fourth embodiments of the invention, a mark is attached to the frame designated by the operator during the picture recording process (using thumbnail button 63). However, the present invention is not limited to this kind of picture recording processing. For example, with regard to display processing, performed in the same way as in conventional apparatus corresponding to the display order (designation), as denoted in FIG. 9, a slide bar 201 supplied for turning the page of the moving image, and a selection button 202 supplied for setting the mark, may be displayed on the display screen of the display unit 103 by the processor 61c. When the selection button 202, operated in combination with the slide bar 201, is clicked (actuated), the mark is attached to the corresponding frame and processing may be performed associated with renewal of the mark. Thus, the mark can be applied (to designate frames for thumbnail creation) after original image recording.

[0086] A fifth embodiment of the invention is explained below. The point of difference in composition between the fifth embodiment and the fourth embodiment of the invention, is that it is equipped with a processor 61d in place of a processor 61c.

[0087] FIG. 10 is an operational flow chart of the fifth embodiment of the invention. The operation of the fifth embodiment of the invention is explained below with reference to FIGS. 2, 9 and 10.

[0088] The processor 61d, in the same way as in the fourth embodiment of the invention, displays the moving image denoting the image information recorded as a file, in the format denoted in FIG. 9, on the display screen surface of the display unit 103. Further, when the selection button 202 displayed on this display screen surface is clicked (Yes in step S60), the processor 61d adds a mark (referred to below as the “frame switch mark”), corresponding to the frame, to the above-described image information (step S61).

[0089] Further, in conjunction with creating thumbnail information in the same way as in the first four embodiments (step S62), the processor 61d displays thumbnail information denoted as thumbnails, in a format in which the slide bar 201 and selection button 202 have been added, as shown in FIG. 11 (step S63).

[0090] Furthermore, corresponding to the operation of the slide bar 201, the processor 61d switches the thumbnails that have been the subject of the display, and, when one of these thumbnails has been clicked (Yes in step S68), supplies a focus to that thumbnail (step S64).

[0091] When the selection button 202 is clicked while a focus is supplied to a thumbnail in this way (Yes in step S69), the processor 61d refers to the associated information, deletes the mark attached to the frame corresponding to that thumbnail (step S65) and creates thumbnail information for the frame to which the above-described replaced frame mark has been attached (step S66).

[0092] The processor 61d displays the thumbnail indicated by this thumbnail information as a replaced thumbnail in place of the thumbnail from which the mark has been deleted (step S67).

[0093] Accordingly, in the fifth embodiment, the replaced frame is reliably set in a display process, for the frame determined by the operator to be displayed as thumbnails in the picture recording process.

[0094] In each of the aforesaid embodiments, the image information is recorded as a file in the memory medium. However, the present invention is not limited to this kind of file, and the image information may be stored as a database having a predetermined format. Furthermore, although a single thumbnail was created for each cut in the embodiments, a plurality of thumbnails may be created with regard to any one of the cuts.

[0095] Furthermore, in each of the above-described embodiments, image information is not displayed in the display unit 103, as long as it is not particularly needed. However, this invention is not limited to this composition. For example, a frame used for picture recording may be displayed in real time simultaneously with the picture recording. Any information having any format or content may also be displayed.

[0096] In the above-described first embodiment of the invention, efficiency in operation and application have been heightened, as compared to conventional apparatus. Further, image editing or display is efficiently performed, as compared to a conventional example in which the process of creating the thumbnail information is performed only upon initiation of image editing or display.

[0097] Furthermore, in the second embodiment of the invention, even if a subsequent picture recording process is commenced before the thumbnail information creating process is completed, the process of creating the thumbnail information continues reliably from the moment that the subsequent picture recording process has ended.

[0098] Further, in the third embodiment of the invention, as compared to a case in which all of the image information stored in the memory is the subject for the creation of thumbnail information, the amount of processing necessary to create thumbnail information is reduced.

[0099] In the fourth embodiment of the invention, as compared to the third embodiment, the amount of processing necessary to create thumbnail information is reduced and flexibility is improved in the operation associated with the selection of the frame to be the subject of the creation of thumbnail information.

[0100] In the fifth embodiment of the invention, there is improved flexibility in selection of the thumbnails to be the subject of display or editing.

[0101] Accordingly, in the picture recording, playback, editing processing, and the like, applied to a video apparatus of the present invention, restrictions associated with the order or timing of operation are largely mitigated and the operation environment is improved.

[0102] Furthermore, as a result of the increase of surplus processing time, the ability to achieve new added value has been heightened without changing the hardware structure.

[0103] While this invention has been described in conjunction with specific embodiments thereof, it is evident that many alternatives, modifications and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, the pre-
ferred embodiments of the invention set forth herein are intended to be illustrative, not limiting. Various changes may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined in the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A video apparatus comprising:
   a memory into which image information related to a moving image is recorded; and
   a thumbnail creator that reads the image information recorded in the memory and creates thumbnail information that corresponds to the moving image upon completion of recording of the image information in the memory.

2. The video apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the thumbnail creator creates thumbnail information in time-series order, start with a lead portion of the image information.

3. The video apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the video apparatus is a hand held, portable video recording and playback apparatus that generates the image information and stores the image information in the memory.

4. The video apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the image information is pro-recorded in the memory.

5. The video apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the memory records the image information in compressed, MPEG format.

6. The video apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising:
   an image pick-up that optically captures an image of a subject to generate the image information; and
   a picture recorder that records the image information generated by the image pick-up in the memory and determines whether or not the recording has been completed,

wherein the thumbnail creator includes a reader that reads the recorded image information from the memory when the picture recorder determines that recording has been completed and creates the thumbnail information based on the read image information.

7. The video apparatus according to claim 1, further comprising:
   an image pick-up that optically captures an image of a subject to generate the image information;
   a picture recorder that records the image information generated by the image pick-up in the memory;
   a task manager that manages tasks, including the picture recording and the thumbnail creating which includes reading of the image information by the thumbnail creator;

wherein the thumbnail creator includes a reader that reads the recorded image information from the memory when the picture recorder determines that recording has been completed and creates the thumbnail information based on the read image information.

8. The video apparatus according to claim 6, further comprising:
   a user interface by which the operator designates a frame which is to be converted to a thumbnail,

wherein the picture recorder records a mark corresponding to the frame designated through the user interface in the memory, and

the thumbnail creator selects at least one second frame that follows in time-series order the frame corresponding to the mark recorded in the memory by the picture recorder, the at least one second frame being selected from among image information recorded in the memory and as an object of thumbnail information creation.

9. The video apparatus according to claim 8, wherein:
   the thumbnail creator selects a plurality of the second frames that correspond to the mark recorded in the memory by the picture recorder, the plurality of frames being selected from among image information recorded in the memory and as an object of thumbnail information creation.

10. The video apparatus according to claim 6, further comprising:
   a first user interface by which the operator designates a frame which is to be converted to a thumbnail,

wherein the picture recorder records a mark corresponding to the frame designated through the first user interface in the memory, and

the thumbnail creator defines, from among image information recorded in the memory, a frame that corresponds to a last mark recorded into the memory by the picture recorder in time-series order, as the subject for creating thumbnail information.

11. The video apparatus according to claim 6, further comprising:
   a first user interface by which the operator designates a frame to be converted into a thumbnail;
   a display for displaying images denoted by image information recorded in the memory; and
   a second user interface by which the operator selects one frame from among the frames displayed by the display,

wherein the picture recorder records a mark corresponding to the frame designated through the first user interface into the memory, and

the thumbnail creator defines, from among the frames denoted by image information recorded in the memory, the frame selected via the second user interface, in place of the frame corresponding to the mark recorded in the memory by the picture recorder, as the subject for creating thumbnail information.

12. A video apparatus comprising:
   memory means for storing image information related to a moving image; and
   thumbnail creating means for reading the image information recorded in the memory means and creating thumbnail information that corresponds to the moving images upon completion of storing of the image information in the memory means.

13. The video apparatus according to claim 12, wherein
   the thumbnail creating means creates thumbnail information in time-series order starting with a lead portion of the image information.
14. The video apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the video apparatus is a hand-held, portable video recording and playback apparatus that generates the image information and stores the image information in the memory means.

15. The video apparatus according to claim 12, further comprising:

- imaging means for converting an optical image of a subject into the image information; and
- picture recording means for recording the image information generated by the imaging means in the memory means and determining whether or not the recording has been completed,

wherein the thumbnail creating means includes means for reading the recorded image information from the memory means when the picture recording means determines that the recording has been completed and for creating the thumbnail information based on the read image information.

16. The video apparatus according to claim 12, further comprising:

- imaging means for converting an optical image of a subject into the image information;
- picture recording means for performing a picture recording process for recording the image information generated by the imaging means in the memory means;
- task management means for managing tasks including the picture recording process and the thumbnail creating process, which includes reading of the image information by the thumbnail creating means; and
- task start control means for determining a start point and an end point of the picture recording process through the picture recording means and starting the thumbnail creating process at the end point as a task of lower priority than the picture recording process.

17. The video apparatus according to claim 15, further comprising:

- designating means for allowing an operator to designate a frame which is to be converted to a thumbnail,

wherein the picture recording means includes means for recording a mark corresponding to the frame designated through the designating means in the memory means, and

the thumbnail creating means selects at least one second frame that follows in time-series order the frame corresponding to the mark recorded in the memory means by the picture recording means, the at least one second frame being selected from among image information recorded in the memory means and as an object of thumbnail information creation.

18. The video apparatus according to claim 17, wherein:

- the thumbnail creating means selects a plurality of the second frames that correspond to the mark recorded in the memory means by the picture recording means, the plurality of frames being selected from among image information recorded in the memory means and as an object of thumbnail information creation.

19. The video apparatus according to claim 15, further comprising:

- first designating means for allowing an operator to designate a frame which is to be converted to a thumbnail,

wherein the picture recording means includes means for recording a mark corresponding to the frame designated through the first designating means in the memory means, and

the thumbnail creating means determines, from among image information recorded in the memory means, a frame that corresponds to a last mark recorded into the memory means by the picture recording means in time-series order, as the subject for creating thumbnail information.

20. The video apparatus according to claim 15, further comprising:

- first designating means for allowing an operator to designate a frame which is to be converted to a thumbnail;
- display means for displaying images denoted by image information recorded in the memory means; and
- second designating means for allowing the operator to select one frame from among the frames composed of images displayed on the display means,

wherein the picture recording means includes means for recording a mark corresponding to the frame designated through the first designating means in the memory means, and

the thumbnail creating means determines, from among the frames denoted by image information recorded in the memory means, the frame selected via the second designating means, in place of the frame corresponding to the mark recorded in the memory means by the picture recording means, as the subject for creating thumbnail information.

21. A method of creating thumbnails, comprising the steps of:

- storing image information representing moving images in a memory; and
- initiating thumbnail information creation by reading the stored image information from the memory immediately upon completion of the storing step.

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the thumbnail information indicates thumbnails in time-series order starting with a lead portion of the stored image information.

23. The method of claim 21, wherein the storing step is performed by a hand-held, portable video recording apparatus.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the hand-held, portable video recording device also performs the step of thumbnail information creation.

25. The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps of:

- optically capturing the image of a subject to generate the image information;
- recording the generated image information in the memory; and
- determining whether or not the recording has been completed.
wherein the thumbnail information creation is initiated when it is determined that recording has been completed.

26. The method of claim 21, further comprising the steps of:

optically capturing the image of a subject to generate the image information;

performing a picture recording process for recording the generated image information in the memory;

managing tasks including the picture recording process and the thumbnail information creation process;

determining the start and end points of the picture recording process; and

starting the thumbnail creating process at the end point as a task of lower priority than the picture recording process.

27. The method of claim 25, further comprising the steps of:

designating a frame which is to be converted to a thumbnail;

recording, in the memory, a mark corresponding to the designated frame; and

selecting at least one second frame that follows in time-series order the designated frame corresponding to the recorded mark, the at least one second frame being selected from among image information recorded and as an object of thumbnail information creation.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein:

a plurality of the second frames that correspond to the recorded mark are selected, the plurality of frames being selected from among image information recorded and as an object of thumbnail information creation.

29. The method of claim 25, further comprising the steps of:

designating a frame which is to be converted to a thumbnail;

recording, in the memory, a mark corresponding to the designated frame; and

defining, from among recorded image information, a frame that corresponds to a last mark recorded in time-series order, as the subject for creating thumbnail information.

30. The method of claim 25, further comprising the steps of:

designating a frame to be converted into a thumbnail;

displaying images denoted by recorded image information;

selecting one frame from among the frames composed of displayed images;

recording a mark corresponding to the designated frame; and

defining, from among the frames denoted by recorded image information, the selected frame in place of the frame corresponding to the recorded mark, as the subject for creating thumbnail information.